
S E C T I O N   9 0 5  --  P R O P O S A L   (CONTINUED) 
 
I (We) further propose to execute the attached contract agreement (Section 902) as soon as the work is awarded to me (us), and 
to begin and complete the work within the time limit(s) provided for in the Specifications and Advertisement.  I (We) also 
propose to execute the attached contract bond (Section 903) in an amount not less than one hundred (100) percent of the total of 
my (our) part, but also to guarantee the excellence of both workmanship and materials until the work is finally accepted. 
 
I (We) enclose a certified check, cashier's check or bid bond for  five percent (5%) of total bid  and hereby agree that in 
case of my (our) failure to execute the contract and furnish bond within Ten (10) days after notice of award, the amount of this 
check (bid bond) will be forfeited to the State of Mississippi as liquidated damages arising out of my (our) failure to execute the 
contract as proposed.  It is understood that in case I am (we are) not awarded the work, the check will be returned as provided in 
the Specifications. 
 
Bidder acknowledges receipt of and has added to and made a part of the proposal and contract documents the following 
addendum (addenda): 

     ADDENDUM NO.  1     DATED 4/12/2013      ADDENDUM NO.        DATED       
     ADDENDUM NO  2     DATED 4/17/2013      ADDENDUM NO.        DATED       

 
Number  Description  TOTAL ADDENDA:   2  

(Must agree with total addenda issued prior to opening of bids) 
 
Respectfully Submitted,   
 

DATE   

  
 Contractor 

BY   
 Signature 

TITLE   

ADDRESS   

CITY, STATE, ZIP   

PHONE   

FAX   

E-MAIL   

1 Table of Contents, replace same; Revised 
Advertisement, replaces same; Add Supplement 
to NTB 2596; Revised Supplement to NTB 4103, 
replaces same; Add NTB No. 4473; Add 
Supplement to SP 907-714-6; BidItems, replace 
same; Amendment EBS Download Required. 

2 Table of Contents, replace same; Add NTB 
4486; Amendment EBS Download Required. 

        

        

  

 

(To be filled in if a corporation) 
 

Our corporation is chartered under the Laws of the State of    and the names, 
titles and business addresses of the executives are as follows: 
 
  
 President Address 

  
 Secretary Address 

  
 Treasurer Address 
 

The following is my (our) itemized proposal. 
 STP-0029-02(015) / 102556311           Desoto  County(ies) 
Revised 09/21/2005 
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906: Required Federal Contract Provisions -- FHWA-1273, W/ Supplements 
 
 
907-101-4: Definitions 
907-102-8: Bidding Requirements and Conditions, W/ Supplement 
907-103-8: Award and Execution of Contract 
907-104-1: Partnering Process 
907-104-4: Disposal of Materials 
907-105-6: Control of Work, W/ Supplement 
907-107-9: Legal Relations & Responsibility to Public, W/ Supplement 
907-107-10: Contractor’s Erosion Control Plan, W/ Supplement 
907-108-24: Prosecution and Progress, W/ Supplement 
907-109-5: Measurement and Payment, W/ Supplement 
907-110-2: Wage Rates 
907-225-3: Grassing 
907-226-2: Temporary Grassing 
907-227-10: Hydroseeding 
907-234-5: Siltation Barriers 
907-237-4: Wattles 
907-245-2: Triangular Silt Dikes 
907-246-3: Sandbags & Rockbags 
907-247-1: Temporary Stream Diversion 
907-249-1: Riprap for Erosion Control 
907-304-13: Granular Courses 
907-308-3: Cement Treated Courses, W/ Supplement 
907-310-1: Stabilizer Aggregate 
907-311-2: Lime-Fly Ash Treated Courses, W/ Supplement 
907-401-2: Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA), W/ Supplement 
907-401-6: Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) 
907-403-4: Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA), W/ Supplement 
907-403-12: Warm Mix Asphalt (WMA) 
907-407-1: Tack Coat 
907-413-4: Sawing & Sealing Transverse Joints in Asphalt Pavement, W/ Supplement 
907-601-1: Structural Concrete 
907-603-8: Culverts and Storm Drains 
907-605-3: Underdrains 
907-617-2: Right-Of-Way Markers 
907-618-9: Placement of Temporary Traffic Stripe 
907-619-5: Changeable Message Signs 
907-626-5: Inverted Profile Thermoplastic Traffic Stripe 
907-626-25: Thermoplastic Traffic Marking 
907-630-7 Remove and Reset Signs 
907-699-4: Construction Stakes 
907-701-4: Hydraulic Cement 
907-702-3: Polyphosphoric Acid (PPA) Modification of Petroleum Asphalt Cement 
907-703-10: Aggregates, W/ Supplement 
907-708-5: Non Metal Drainage Structures, W/ Supplement 
907-709-1: Metal Pipe 
907-710-1: Fast Drying Solvent Traffic Paint 
907-711-4: Synthetic Structural Fiber Reinforcement 
907-713-2: Admixtures for Concrete, W/ Supplement 
 

 
--  CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE  -- 
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907-714-6: Miscellaneous Materials, W/ Supplement 
907-715-3: Roadside Development Materials, W/ Supplement  
907-720-1: Pavement Marking Materials, W/ Supplement 
907-803-2: Maturity Meters in Drilled Shafts, W/ Supplement 
907-804-13: Concrete Bridges and Structures, W/ Supplement 
907-811-4: Disc Bearing 
 
 
906-7: Training Special Provision 
 
 
SECTION 905 - PROPOSAL,  
PROPOSAL BID ITEMS, 
COMBINATION BID PROPOSAL,  
CERTIFICATION OF PERFORMANCE - PRIOR FEDERAL-AID CONTRACTS, 
CERTIFICATION REGARDING NON-COLLUSION, DEBARMENT AND SUSPENSION, 
SECTION 902 - CONTRACT FORM, AND SECTION 903 - CONTRACT BOND FORMS, 
PILE DRIVING FORM, 
OCR-485. 

 
(REVISIONS TO THE ABOVE WILL BE INDICATED ON THE SECOND SHEET 

OF SECTION 905 AS ADDENDA) 



MISSISSIPPI DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
 
SECTION 904- NOTICE TO BIDDERS NO.  4486 CODE: (SP) 
 
DATE: 4/17/2013 
 
SUBJECT: Concrete Supplement 
 
PROJECT: STP-0029-02(015) / 102556311 – Desoto County 
 
The Contractor is hereby advised that the following additional specifications affecting Class 
AA Concrete only are hereby added to the Supplement to Special Provision 907-804-13 dated 
8/28/2012. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
After the second paragraph of Subsection 907-804.02.10 on page 2, add the following. 
 
After the first paragraph of Subsection 804.02.10 on page 850, add the following. 
 
If the Contractor chooses to cure the concrete in accordance with the requirements listed 
under Length of Time Defined by Development of Compressive Strength in Subsection 907-
804.03.17, the compressive strength/maturity relationship shall be developed for the mixture 
design for a minimum of 28 days following the requirements of Subsection 907-804.03.15.  
The compressive strength/maturity relationship information shall be submitted with the 
mixture design information. 
 
In the ** Note of Subsection 907-804.02.10 on page 2, delete “metakaolin” from the list of 
other cementitious materials. 
 
After the first sentence of the last paragraph of Subsection 907-804.02.10 on page 3, add the 
following. 
 
Mixture designs containing accelerating admixtures will not be approved.  Admixtures 
providing a specific performance characteristic other than those of water reduction or set 
retardation may be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommended dosage range.   
 
After Subsection 907-804.02.10.1.1 on page 3, add the following. 
 
907-804.02.10.1.2--Proportioning on the Basis of Laboratory Trial Mixtures.  Delete 
subparagraph d) of Subsection 804.02.10.1.2 on pages 852 & 853, and substitute the 
following. 
 

d) For each proposed mixture, at least three compressive test cylinders shall be made and 
cured in accordance with AASHTO Designation: T 126.  Each change of water-
cementitious ratio shall be considered a new mixture.  The cylinders shall be tested for 
strength in accordance with AASHTO Designation: T 22 and shall be tested at 28 days. 
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Before Subsection 907-804.02.12.3 on page 5, add the following. 
 
907-804.02.12.1.1--Elements of Plan.  After item 3) in Subsection 804.02.12.1.1 on page 
855, add the following. 
 

4) Job Site Batch Adjustments by Addition of Chemical Admixtures: 
 

The Plan shall address if the Contractor intends to adjust either the slump and/or total 
air content of a batch on the job site by adding chemical admixture(s) to a batch. The 
Contractor shall include the names of the personnel designated to perform this batch 
adjustment, the equipment used to add the chemical admixture(s), and the procedure 
by which the batch adjustment will be accomplished.  Only the Contractor’s 
designated personnel shall adjust a batch.  Only calibrated dispensing equipment shall 
be used to add chemical admixture(s) to a batch.  Only the procedure described in 
section of the Plan shall be utilized.   
 
If the maximum permitted slump or total air content is exceeded after the addition of 
admixtures at the job site, the concrete shall be rejected. 
 
If the Contractor elects to utilize Job Site Batch Adjustments by Addition of Chemical 
Admixture within Item 2, Procedures for Corrective Actions for Non Compliance of 
Specifications, to adjust batches which do not meet the minimum specification 
requirements for slump and/or total air content, no more than three batches on any one 
project shall be allowed to be adjusted.    

 
5) Construction of Concrete Bridge Decks, including the following: 
 

 the description of the equipment used for placing concrete on the bridge deck in 
accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.6 and, as applicable, Subsections 907-
804.03.7 and 907-804.03.8 including any accessories added to the pump to ensure 
the entrained air in the concrete mixture remains entrained during pumping and 
depositing of the concrete mixture, 

 the description of and the number of pieces of equipment used to consolidate the 
concrete in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.6.2, 

 the description of the equipment used to finish the bridge deck in accordance with 
Subsection 907-804.03.19.7, 

 the plan for ensuring a continuous rate of finishing the bridge deck without delaying 
the application of curing materials within the time specified in Subsection 907-
804.03.17, including ensuring a continuous supply of concrete throughout the 
placement with an adequate quantity of concrete to complete the deck and filling 
diaphragms and end walls in advance of deck placement, 

 the plan for applying the curing materials within the time specified in Subsection 
907-804.03.17, 

 the description of the powered fogging equipment in accordance with Subsection 
907-804.03.17,  
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 a sample of the documentation used as the daily inspection report for ensuring 
maintenance of the continuous wet curing in accordance with Subsection 907-
804.03.17, as required, 

 the description of the equipment used to apply the liquid membrane, including but 
not limited to, the nozzles, pumping/pressurization equipment, and liquid 
membrane tanks, in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17, 

 the method for determining the rate of applied liquid membrane meets the 
application rate requirements in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17, 

 a sample of the documentation used for the application rate verification of the 
liquid membrane in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17. 

 
After Subsection 907-804.03.6.2 on page 7, add the following. 
 
907-804.03.8--Pumping Concrete.  Delete the second paragraph of Subsection 804.03.8 on 
page 866, and substitute the following. 
 
Where concrete mixture is conveyed and placed by mechanically applied pressure (pumping), 
the equipment shall be suitable in kind and adequate in capacity for the work.  The Contractor 
shall select concrete mixture proportions such that the concrete mixture is pumpable and 
placeable with the selected equipment.   
 
The pumping equipment shall be thoroughly cleaned prior to concrete placement.  Excess 
form release agent shall be removed from the concrete pump hopper.  The Contractor shall 
prime the pump at no additional cost to the Department by pumping and discarding enough 
concrete mixture to produce a uniform mixture exiting the pump.  At least 0.25 cubic yard of 
concrete mixture shall be pumped and discarded to prime the pump.  This shall be 
accomplished by using the pump to fill a commercially-available six (6) cubic foot 
wheelbarrow to overflowing or filling a commercially-available eight (8) cubic foot wheel 
barrow to level.  Only concrete mixture shall be added directly into the concrete pump hopper 
after placement has commenced.  If anything other than concrete mixture is added to the 
concrete pump hopper, all concrete mixture in the concrete pump hopper and pump line shall 
be discarded and the pump re-primed at no additional cost to the Department. 
 
The discharge end of the pump shall be of such a configuration that the concrete does not 
move in the pump line under its own weight.  The intent of this requirement is to ensure that 
entrained air in the concrete mixture remains entrained during pumping and depositing the 
concrete mixture.  This shall be accomplished with one or both of the following: 
 
 a minimum 10-foot flexible hose attached to the discharge end of a steel reducer having 

a minimum length of three (3) feet and a minimum reduction in area of 20% which is 
attached to the discharge end of the pump line, or  

 a flexible reducing hose to the discharge end of the pumpline with a minimum reduction 
in area of 20% over a minimum 10-foot hose length.  
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Regardless of the configuration chosen, the Contractor shall ensure that the concrete is 
pumped and does not free-fall more than five (5) feet within the entire length of pump line 
and after discharge from the end of pump line.   
 
The Contractor shall not have any type of metal elbow, metal pipe, or other metal fitting 
within five (5) feet of any person during discharge of concrete mixture. 
 
Boom pumps shall have a current Concrete Pump Manufacturers Association’s ASME/ANSI 
B30.27 certification.  Equipment added to the boom and pump line shall meet the pump 
manufacturer’s specifications and shall not exceed the manufacturer’s maximum 
recommended weight limit for equipment added to the boom and pump line.  
 
The operation of the pump shall be such that a continuous stream of concrete without air 
pockets is produced.  When pumping is completed, the concrete remaining in the pipe line, if 
it is to be used, shall be ejected in such a manner that there will be no contamination of the 
concrete or separation of the ingredients.  After this operation, the entire equipment shall be 
thoroughly cleaned. 
 
Delete Table 6 of Subsection 907-804.03.15 on page 8, and substitute the following. 
 

Table 6 
Minimum Compressive Strength Requirements for Form Removal 

 
Forms: 
 Columns  ...................................................................  1000 psi 
 Side of Beams  ..........................................................  1000 psi 
 Walls not under pressure  .........................................  1000 psi 
 Other Parts  ...............................................................  1000 psi 
 
Centering: 
 Under Beams  ...........................................................  2400 psi 
 Under Bent Caps  ......................................................  2000 psi 
 
Limitation for Placing Beams on: 
 Pile Bents, pile under beam  .....................................  2000 psi 
 Frame Bents, two or more columns  .........................  2200 psi 
 Frame Bents, single column  ....................................  2400 psi 

 

Forms for bridge deck slabs overhead and bridge deck slabs between beams shall be removed 
with the approval of the Engineer, between two weeks and four weeks after the removal of the 
wet burlap applied in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17.1, or application of liquid 
membrane applied in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17.2. 
 
Delete the second paragraph of Subsection 907-804.03.16.1 on page 9, and substitute the 
following. 
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At the option of the Contractor with the approval of the Engineer, when concrete is placed 
during cold weather and there is a probability that the ambient temperatures will be lower than 
40°F, an approved maturity meter may be used to determine concrete strengths by inserting 
probes into concrete placed in a structure.  The minimum number of maturity meter probes 
required for each structural component shall be in accordance with Table 7.  An approved 
insulating blanketing material shall be used to protect the work when ambient temperatures 
are less than 40°F and shall remain in place until the required concrete strength in Table 6 is 
achieved.  Within 30 minutes of removal of the insulating blanketing material in any area, the 
Contractor shall have curing of the concrete established in accordance with the requirements 
in Subsection 907-804.03.17.  Procedures for using the maturity meter and developing the 
strength/maturity relationship shall follow the requirements of AASHTO Designation: T 325 
and ASTM Designation: C 1074 specifications.  Technicians using the maturity meter or 
calculating strength/maturity graphs shall be required to have at least two hours of training 
prior to using the maturity equipment. 
 
Before Subsection 907-804.03.19 on page 9, add the following. 
 
907-804.03.17--Curing Concrete.  Delete Subsection 804.03.17 on pages 874 & 875, and 
substitute the following. 
 
Curing is defined as all actions taken to ensure the moisture and temperature conditions of 
freshly placed concrete exist so the concrete may develop its potential properties.  Curing 
shall take place from the time of placement until its potential properties have developed.  The 
Contractor shall use the guidance in ACI 308R-01 to: 
 

a) cure the concrete in such a manner as to prevent premature moisture loss from the 
concrete, 

b) supply additional moisture to the concrete as required in order to ensure sufficient 
moisture within the concrete, and  

c) maintain a concrete temperature beneficial to the concrete. 
 
Curing in accordance with the requirements in either Subsection 907-804.03.17.1 or 
Subsection 907-804.03.17.2 shall be completely established within 20 minutes after finishing, 
except as noted for bridge decks.  Finishing is complete when the pan drag, burlap drag, or 
other is complete.   
 
The length of time for curing shall be maintained in accordance with either of the following: 
 

1. Prescribed Length of Time: 
a) Curing following the requirements of Subsection 804.03.17.1 shall continue 

uninterrupted for at least 14 days. 
b) Curing following the requirements of Subsection 804.03.17.2 shall continue 

uninterrupted for at least 10 days. 
 

OR 
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2. Length of Time Defined by Development of Compressive Strength: 
Curing following the application requirements of Subsection 907-804.03.17.1 or 
Subsection 907-804.03.17.2 shall continue uninterrupted for each day’s production  
until the compressive strength of the concrete exceeds 75% of the 28-day compressive 
strength submitted as the Basis of Proportioning per Subsection 907-804.02.10.1.  
Therefore, if an area is being cured in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17.1, the 
curing by wet burlap shall continue until the concrete in that area has attained a 
minimum of 75% of the 28-day compressive strength submitted as the Basis of 
Proportioning per Subsection 907-804.02.10.1.  Likewise,  if an area is being cured in 
accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17.2, the curing by liquid membrane shall 
continue until the concrete in that area has attained a minimum of 75% of the 28-day 
compressive strength submitted as the Basis of Proportioning per Subsection 907-
804.02.10.1.   
 
The compressive strength of the concrete may be determined by the use of maturity 
meter in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.15.   

 
907-804.03.17.1--Water With Waterproof Cover.  All burlap shall be completely saturated 
and wet prior to placing it on the concrete.  The burlap shall have been fully soaked in water for 
a minimum of 12 hours prior to placement on the concrete.   
 
For bridge decks, the Contractor shall apply one (1) layer of saturated burlap within 20 minutes 
of the initial strike-off for bridges without a skew and 25 minutes of the initial strike-off for 
bridges with a skew.  For all other concrete, the Contractor shall apply one (1) layer of saturated 
burlap within 20 minutes of completing finishing. 
 
Following the first layer of burlap, the Contractor shall apply a second layer of saturated burlap 
within five (5) minutes of applying the first layer.  The concrete surface shall not be allowed to 
dry after strike-off or at any time during the curing period.   
 
The Contractor shall maintain the burlap in a fully wet condition using powered fogging 
equipment capable of producing a fog spray of atomized droplets of water until the concrete has 
gained sufficient strength to allow foot traffic without the foot traffic marring the surface of the 
concrete.  Burlap shall not be maintained in the fully wet condition using equipment which does 
not produce a fog spray of atomized droplets of water or by use of manually pressurized 
sprayers.  For bridge decks, once the concrete has gained sufficient strength to allow foot traffic 
which does not mar the surface of the concrete, soaker hoses shall be placed on the burlap.  The 
soaker hoses shall then be supplied with running water continuously to maintain continuous 
saturation of all burlap and the entire concrete surface.   
 
If there is a delay in the placement of the first layer of saturated burlap outside the time limit, 
the struck-off and finished concrete shall be kept wet by use of the powered fogging equipment 
used to keep the burlap wet. 
 
White polyethylene sheets shall be placed on top of the wet burlap and, as applicable, soaker 
hoses covering the entire concrete surface as soon as practical and not more than 12 hours after 
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the placement of the concrete.  White polyethylene sheets of the widest practical width shall be 
used, overlapping adjacent sheets a minimum of six inches (6”) and tightly sealed with an 
adhesive like pressure sensitive tape, mastic, glue, or other approved methods to form a 
complete waterproof cover of the entire concrete surface. White polyethylene sheets which 
overlap a minimum of two feet (2’) may be held in place using means other than an adhesive.  
The white polyethylene sheets shall be secured so that wind will not displace them.  The 
Contractor shall immediately repair the broken or damaged portions or replace sections that 
have lost their waterproof qualities.   
 
If burlap and/or white polyethylene sheets are temporarily removed for any reason during the 
curing period, the Contractor shall keep the entire exposed area continuously wet. The saturated 
burlap and white polyethylene sheets shall be replaced, resuming the specified curing 
conditions, as soon as possible. 
 
The Contractor shall inspect the concrete surface once  every 8 hours for the entirety of the 
curing period, so that all areas remain wet for the entire curing period and all curing 
requirements are satisfied and document the inspection in accordance with Subsection 907-
804.03.17.1.1.   
 
At the end of the curing period, one coating of liquid membrane shall be applied following the 
requirements of Subsection 907-804.03.17.1.2.  The purpose of the coating of liquid membrane 
is to allow for slow drying of the concrete.  The application of liquid membrane to any area 
shall be complete within 30 minutes of the beginning of removal of the white polyethylene 
sheets, soaker hoses, and burlap from this area.   
 
907-804.03.17.1.1--Documentation.  The Contractor shall provide the Engineer with a daily 
inspection report that includes: 
 
 documentation that identifies any deficiencies found (including location of deficiency); 
 documentation of corrective measures taken; 
 a statement of certification that all areas are wet and all curing material is in place on the 

entire bridge deck; 
 documentation showing the time and date of all inspections and the inspector’s signature; 
 documentation of any temporary removal of curing materials including location, date and 

time, length of time curing was removed, and means taken to ensure exposed area was 
kept continuously wet. 

 
907-804.03.17.1.2--Liquid Membrane.  At the end of the 14-day wet curing period the wet 
burlap and polyethylene sheets shall be removed and within 30 minutes, the Contractor shall 
apply white liquid membrane to the deck.  The liquid membrane shall be thoroughly mixed 
within the time recommended by the liquid membrane producer but no more than an hour 
before use.  If the use of liquid membrane results in a streaked or blotched appearance, the 
method shall be stopped and water curing applied until the cause of defective appearance is 
corrected.   
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The liquid membrane shall be applied when no free water remains on the surface but while 
the surface is still wet.  The liquid membrane shall be applied according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions with a minimum spreading rate per coat of one (1) gallon per 200 square feet of 
concrete surface.  If the concrete is dry or becomes dry, the Contractor shall thoroughly wet it 
with water applied as a fog spray by means of approved equipment.   
 
The application of liquid membrane shall be accomplished by the use of power applied spray 
equipment using nozzles and other equipment recommended by the liquid membrane 
producer.  Manually pressurized or manual pump-up type sprayers shall not be used to apply 
the first application of liquid membrane.   
 
As a visual guide, the color of concrete covered with the required amount of liquid membrane 
should be indistinguishable from a sheet of commercially available standard “letter” size 
white copier paper placed on top of it when viewed from a distance of about five feet (5’) 
away horizontally if standing on the same grade as the concrete.  The appearance of the 
concrete does not supersede applying the minimum spreading rate.   
 
The coating shall be protected against marring for at least seven (7) days after the application 
of the curing compound.  The coating on bridge decks shall receive extra attention and may 
require additional protection as required by the Engineer.  All membrane marred or otherwise 
disturbed shall be given an additional coating.  Manually pressurized or manual pump-up type 
sprayers may be used for giving marred areas the required additional application of liquid 
membrane.  Should the surface coating be subjected repeatedly to injury, the Engineer may 
require that the water curing method be applied at once. 
 
The 7-day period during which the liquid membrane is applied and protected shall not be 
reduced even if the period of wet curing is extended past the required 14 days. 
 
907-804.03.17.1.2.1--Liquid Membrane Documentation.  The Contractor shall make 
available to the Engineer an application rate verification method and any information 
necessary during application of the liquid membrane to verify that the rate of application 
meets the prescribed rate for the various surfaces of the concrete, including, but not limited to, 
the top surface of the bridge deck and exposed sides of the bridge deck after any forms are 
removed.  The Contractor shall submit this application verification method to the Engineer in 
accordance with Subsection 907-804.02.12.1.1.   
 
One method of verifying the rate of application is as follows: 
 

1. Determine the volume of liquid membrane in the container.  For a container with a 
uniform cross-sectional area, for example a 55-gallon drum, determine the area of the 
cross-section.  Determine the height of the surface of the liquid membrane from the 
bottom of the container.  This may be accomplished by inserting a sufficiently long, 
clean dip-stick parallel with the axis of the container into the liquid membrane until the 
inserted end of the dip-stick contacts the bottom of the container.  On removing the dip-
stick, measure the length from the end which was inserted to the point on the dip-stick 
where the liquid membrane ceases to coat the dip-stick.  Multiply the area of the cross-
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section by the height of the level of liquid membrane, maintaining consistent units, to 
determine the volume. 

2. Perform step 1 prior to beginning applying the liquid membrane to establish the initial 
volume. 

3. During the period of application, perform step 1 each 100 square feet of bridge deck. 
4. In order to meet the required application rate of one (1) gallon per 200 square feet, the 

amount in the container shall be at least 0.5 gallon less than the previous volume in the 
previous 100 square feet.  Other changes in volume may apply depending on the 
manufacturer’s recommended application rate. 

5. Additional applications to an area shall be applied until the required rate is satisfied.  
Areas which are not visually satisfactory to the Engineer shall have additional liquid 
membrane applied as directed by the Engineer. 

 
The amount of liquid membrane applied shall be determined each day using the application 
verification method.  This information shall be submitted to the Engineer within 24 hours of 
applying the liquid membrane. 
 
907-804.03.17.2--Liquid Membrane Method.  Surfaces on which curing is to be by liquid 
membrane shall be given the required surface finish prior to the application of liquid 
membrane.  Concrete surfaces cured by liquid membrane shall receive two applications of 
white liquid membrane.  Neither application shall be made from a position supported by or in 
contact with the freshly placed concrete.  Both applications shall be applied perpendicularly to 
the surface of the concrete. 
 
When using liquid membrane, the liquid membrane shall be thoroughly mixed within the time 
recommended by the liquid membrane producer but no more than an hour before use.  If the 
use of liquid membrane results in a streaked or blotched appearance, the method shall be 
stopped and water curing applied until the cause of defective appearance is corrected. 
 
The application of liquid membrane shall accomplished by the use of power applied spray 
equipment using nozzles and other equipment recommended by the liquid membrane 
producer.  Manually pressurized or manual pump-up type sprayers shall not be used to apply 
the first two applications of liquid membrane. 
 
The liquid membrane shall be applied when no free water remains on the surface but while 
the surface is still wet.  The liquid membrane shall be applied according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions with a minimum spreading rate per coat of one (1) gallon per 200 square feet of 
concrete surface.  If the concrete is dry or becomes dry, the Contractor shall thoroughly wet it 
with water applied as a fog spray by means of approved equipment. 
 
The first application of the liquid membrane shall be made as the work progresses.  For bridge 
decks, the first application shall be completed in each area of the deck within 20 minutes of 
initial strike-off for bridges with no skew and within 25 minutes of initial strike-off for 
bridges with skew.  For all other concrete, the first application of the liquid membrane shall be 
completed within 20 minutes of finishing.  
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The second application shall be applied within 30 minutes after the first application.  The 
liquid membrane shall be uniformly applied to all exposed concrete surfaces. 
 
As a visual guide, the color of concrete covered with the required amount of liquid membrane 
should be indistinguishable from a sheet of commercially available standard “letter” size 
white copier paper placed on top of it when viewed from a distance of about five feet (5’) 
away horizontally if standing on the same grade as the concrete.  The appearance of the 
concrete does not supersede applying the minimum spreading rate.   
 
The Contractor shall make available to the Engineer an application rate verification in 
accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17.1.2.1.   
 
The coating shall be protected against marring for at least 10 days after the application of the 
curing compound.  The coating on bridge decks shall receive extra attention and may require 
additional protection as required by the Engineer.  All membrane marred or otherwise 
disturbed shall be given an additional coating.  Manually pressurized or manual pump-up type 
sprayers may be used for giving marred areas the required additional application of liquid 
membrane.  Should the surface coating be subjected repeatedly to injury, the Engineer may 
require that the water curing method be applied at once. 
 
Delete Subsection 907-804.19.7 on page 9, and substitute the following. 
 
907-804.03.19.7--Finishing Bridge Decks.   
 
907-804.03.19.7.1--General.  Delete the third paragraph of Subsection 804.03.19.7.1 on page 
884, and substitute the following. 
 
Except when indicated otherwise on the plans, the finish of the bridge deck shall be either a 
belt finish, a broom finish, or one of the following drag methods: pan, double pan, burlap, or 
pan and burlap.  Manual finishing of the bridge deck shall be performed only in areas 
inaccessible by the finishing equipment mounted to the strike-off screed, but shall not hinder 
the requirements for curing in accordance with Subsection 907-804.03.17.1.  The surface 
texture specified and surface requirements shall be in accordance with the applicable 
requirements of Subsections 501.03.17 and 501.03.18 modified only as the Engineer deems 
necessary for bridge deck construction operations. 
 
At no time shall water on the surface of the concrete from bleeding, fogging, curing, or other 
sources be worked into the concrete or used as an aid for finishing. 
 
Regardless of the method of finishing selected, requirements for curing per Subsection 907-
804.03.17 shall be completed within the specified time limits.  If the requirements in 
Subsection 907-804.03.17 are not completed within the specific time limits, the Contractor 
shall cease operations, revise his operations up to and including acquiring new or additional 
equipment or additional personnel in order to satisfy the requirements in Subsection 907-
804.03.17, and, on approval from the Engineer, resume operations 
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907-804.03.19.7.2--Longitudinal Method.  Before the first paragraph of Subsection 
804.03.19.7.2 on page 884, add the following. 
 
The longitudinal method may be used for repairs to bridge decks or bridge widening projects.  
For bridge widening projects, the time for establishing curing in accordance with Subsections 
907-804.03.17 shall be increased to within 30 minutes for bridges without skew and within 35 
minutes for bridges with skew. 
 
907-804.03.19.7.3--Transverse Method.  Delete the first sentence of the second paragraph of 
Subsection 804.03.19.7.3 on page 885, and substitute the following. 
 
The machine shall be so constructed and operated as to produce a bridge deck of uniform 
density with minimum manipulation of the fresh concrete and achieved in the shortest 
possible time.   
 
Delete the fourth paragraph of Subsection 804.03.19.7.3 on page 885, and substitute the 
following. 
 
At least one dry run shall be made the length of each pour with a "tell-tale" device attached to 
the screed carriage to assure the specified clearance to the reinforcing steel. 
 
Delete the last sentence of the fifth paragraph of Subsection 804.03.19.7.3 on page 885, and 
substitute the following. 
 
The screed shall be mechanically actuated to deliver the screeding action and for travel in a 
longitudinal direction at a uniform rate along the bridge deck. 
 
Delete the last paragraph of Subsection 804.03.19.7.3 on page 886, and substitute the 
following. 
 
Other finishing requirements shall be in accordance with the general requirements in 
Subsection 907-804.03.19.7.1 and as specified on the plans.   
 
Regardless of the finish, the requirements for curing per Subsection 907-804.03.17 shall be 
completed within the specified time limits. 
 
After Subsection 907-804.03.19.7.4 on page 9, add the following. 
 
Delete the title of Subsection 804.03.19.7.4.1.3 on page 888, and substitute the following. 
 
907-804.03.19.7.4.1.3--Final Surface Texture.   
 
907-804.03.20--Opening Bridges. 
 
907-804.03.20.2--Construction Traffic.  Delete the paragraph in Subsection 804.03.20.2 on 
page 889, and substitute the following: 
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Unless otherwise specified, the concrete bridge decks shall be closed to construction traffic 
for the time required for curing in Subsection 907-804.03.17 and until the required 
compressive strength for the concrete is obtained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


